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Cassoulet Confessions is an enthralling memoir by award-winning food and travel writer Sylvie
Bigar that reveals how a simple journalistic assignment sparked a culinary obsession and
transcended into a quest for identity. Set in the stunning southern French countryside, this
honest and poignant memoir conveys hunger for authentic food and a universal hunger for
home. In Cassoulet Confessions, Sylvie travels across the Atlantic from her home in New York to
the origin of cassoulet – the Occitanie region of Southern France. There she immerses herself in
all things cassoulet: the quintessential historic meat and bean stew. From her first spoonful, she
is transported back to her dramatic childhood in Geneva, Switzerland, and finds herself
journeying through an unexpected rabbit hole of memories. Not only does she discover the
deeper meanings of her ancestral French cuisine, but she is ultimately transformed by having to
face her unsettling, complex family history.Sylvie’s simple but poetic prose immerses us in her
story: we smell the simmering aromas of French kitchens, empathise with her family dilemmas,
and experience her internal struggle to understand and ultimately accept herself.

"Sylvie tripped my trigger. I loved the journey she takes us on!" - Andrew Zimmern, chef and
author"Sylvie is an eloquent writer who fervently weaves her culinary adventures with tasty
moments of her life." - Daniel Boulud, chef and restaurateur"A surprising gift of a book. A great
read. You will never think of a cassoulet in the same way." - Bill Buford, bestselling author of Heat
and Dirt"Sylvie's book feeds the mind, spirit and stomach." - Dominique Ansel, chef/owner,
Dominique Ansel Bakery"Like its eponymous dish, Cassoulet Confessions is a delicious slow-
simmered concoction." - Ann Mah, bestselling author of The Lost Vintage and Mastering the Art
of French Eating --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorAward-winning food
and travel writer Sylvie Bigar was born in Geneva, Switzerland, and lives in New York City. Her
writing has appeared widely, including in The New York Times, Washington Post, Food & Wine,
Forbes.com, Saveur, Bon Appetit, Edible, Departures, Travel & Leisure, and National
Geographic Traveler. In French, Sylvie has contributed to Le Figaro, Histoire Magazine, Le
Temps, and FrenchMorning.com. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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parentsPrologueWOBBLY FROM ALMOST TWENTY HOURS OF TRAVEL, I SWUNG open the
metallic doors of the restaurant kitchen, put my bag down and stopped short. On the counter,
next to the neatly folded apron and the heavy knife, a pig’s head stared me down with sad eyes
filled with eternity.In my mind, I could still hear my six-year-old daughter Zoe’s squeal as I
attempted to embrace her. She squirmed and pushed me away.‘No, Maman, don’t leave!’ she
wailed.My husband Michael knelt on the carpet and held her as he waved me on, smiling
bravely as our four-year-old son ran around the living room singing ‘Ring Around the Rosie’.
Filled with both piercing guilt and elation, I took a deep breath, turned around, closed the front
door behind me and headed to the airport.It was April 2008 and I was a Swiss-French food and
travel writer based in New York City. Months earlier, I had been discussing a story idea with a
magazine editor for whom I tracked down unsung cooks, forgotten spices, and secret culinary
traditions. ‘Here,’ I’d said, as we pored over the map of France, my index finger wedged between
Spain and Provence, over a French region named Occitanie – at the crossroads of history and
civilizations.‘The local specialty is cassoulet,’ I continued. ‘An ancestral meat and bean stew I
hear tastes like velvet cocoa. The locals speak a mysterious language; they spread bizarre
legends.’‘Go,’ was all he said.I exhaled. My editor had just handed me the perfect escape: a few
days of solo travel through France with a delicious purpose. Truth be told, I had been dying to
take a break from what may have looked like the perfect urban picket fence life.I’d grown up
alongside two older sisters with disabilities, within a wealthy but wildly dysfunctional family, and
had sworn I would never have children. I managed to sail through my first marriage without
diverting from that credo, but a year into my second, I woke up one morning with a bad case of
nesting fever. Perhaps, I thought, I could placate this new craving by adopting a dog. But once
we brought Chocolat – named for the chocolate croissants of my childhood – home from the



pound, the fierce love I felt for him just made me crave a deeper connection. It was as if this
puppy opened in me a door I hadn’t known existed. Beyond that door hid a person I’d never met.
A person who stopped taking the pill after twenty years of steady use, got pregnant a few days
later and would spend the next nine months on an ecstatic trip, convinced that she had morphed
into a magical vessel of life. One child turned out to be not enough. A year after my daughter was
born, while leukemia gnawed at my beloved father, I became pregnant with a son.Fast forward a
few years, I was writing more about food than travel and had turned into a stroller-pushing Upper
West Side Mama. A Mama who was dying to escape.Which explains why from my home in New
York City, I flew to Paris and on to Toulouse, where I caught a rickety train, beige paint peeling
from its flanks, bound for magical, medieval Carcassonne and its fifty-two towers.Pre-kids, I’d
traveled widely. In Marseilles, I’d gotten high on bouillabaisse, the wildly fragrant fish and
shellfish stew; in Strasbourg, I’d almost lost my heart to an Alsatian chef and his rustic
choucroute, and in Dijon I lathered so much mustard on roast beef that the pile on my plate
became known locally as a mustard sandwich. It was high time to dig into Occitanie’s cassoulet,
the slow-cooked carnivorous orgy of pork, lamb, duck, beans, and herbs stewed together in an
earthenware tureen. The same dish that had been dubbed ‘the God of Occitan cuisine’ by
Prosper Montagné, who in 1938 penned the Larousse Gastronomique, the first encyclopedia of
French recipes, culinary terms, and techniques.More research revealed that cassoulet, it
seemed, had spurred a whole religion. In 1990, chef Eric Garcia of Domaine Balthazar near
Carcassonne rallied a local group made up of activist chefs, fervent foodies, and vibrant
vintners. Horrified by the mounting tide of ‘all-you-can-eat-cassoulet for eight euros’ that
threatened the region – and possibly the world – they founded an association they named,
simply, L’Académie Universelle du Cassoulet. No local or national modesty here; its crucial
mission had to be universal: preserve and defend the ancestral dish.That sounded like my kind
of battle. A band of toque-wearing Davids rallying against the Goliaths of mass tourism and
culinary debacle in defense of a mythical stew. A quick, fun story, I thought. I couldn’t have been
more wrong.1Geneva, summer 1970WE NEVER ATE CASSOULET AT BEAU-CHAMP, MY
SWISS childhood home above Lake Geneva. We didn’t eat lentils either, or any other mundane
legumes for that matter, but Joachim Martinez, our loyal Spanish butler, served us plenty of
haricots verts, glistening with French butter and dotted with caramelized shallots. Some days he
wore his royal blue jacket with gold buttons, some days he wore the red, but he always wore his
white gloves as he slalomed swiftly around the oval table.‘Joachim,’ my mother would say, ‘help
the little one, please.’‘Oui, madame.’That little one was me, age seven or so, with my round face
and corkscrew curls. I had recently graduated from eating in the upstairs kitchenette, with its red
linoleum floor and arthritic dumbwaiter, to the dining room, where I sat proudly to the right of my
mother and across from my three older sisters.Joachim, stocky, with warm brown eyes and a
bushy mustache vaguely reminiscent of Francisco Franco’s, held his right arm behind his back
when he waited on us, as any proper butler would. His hefty left palm cradled one of the oval
silver platters he shined regularly, and as he approached my left side, he would bend his knees



to lower himself. Right hand wielding both utensils with the precision of a surgeon, he would
serve me, lest I dropped a morsel on the oriental carpet. He knew I preferred the crispy chunks
near the top of the lamb bone, the chicken drumsticks wrapped in brittle skin, and the fluffy
knöpfli his wife Carmela made from my maternal grandmother’s recipe. Aware my parents
insisted I try everything, he would pick for me the thinnest endive, which I’d try to wedge under
the bones, and only a sprinkling of petits pois, whose texture always made me gag.Dinner was a
serious affair. Not so much because my parents cared about how the food tasted (more on that
later), but because the dining room felt as convivial as a pretty morgue. Decorated with wood
paneling painted off-beige and featuring a centuries-old parquet floor, the room had been styled
by my father with furniture and objects he inherited from what we all called ‘Rue Saint-Victor’, the
mansion on Saint-Victor Street where he grew up, about ten miles away in downtown
Geneva.Often bored by the conversation between my parents, I entertained myself by detailing
the eighteenth-century Meissen porcelain birds that adorned the walls. Each panel held about
three of them, for a total of twenty-one. None seemed happy or chirpy – quite the opposite. One
was picking at a smaller dead one, another gnawed on a worm, and the one across from me was
chasing a squirrel. The birds looked mean and ominous.‘I hated those damn birds,’ my mother
would say years later, as if I should have always known that. But I didn’t. There was much I didn’t
know then.Built on a hill in 1730 by a Swiss nobleman, our neoclassical stone château, with its
sculpted gable and gray shutters, occupied about 15,000 square feet, and was divided into three
floors. It overlooked a vast garden separated into two distinct parts by a low stone wall lined with
red roses. Every day, our gardener fought to keep the formal upper area meticulously clean-cut.
Week after week, he battled against the foolish weeds on the gravel paths that lined the
gardens; year after year, he braided climbing roses over undulating wrought-iron arches and
kept the ancient water basin impeccably rimmed with rows of lavender. But below, the field for
which the house was named (beau champ means beautiful meadow) cascaded towards the lake
into wilderness. It was the domain of the ladybugs and the bees, where tall grasses and
wildflowers bowed to the morning breeze, where I ran free and where I hid. There, the white
bottom of the clover flower tasted sweet and I could make the swollen buds of the campions
explode like firecrackers in my able hands.In my favorite imaginary game, I was a squirrel,
stocking provisions away for winter. I collected a whole array of leaves, acorns, unripe chestnuts,
and white pebbles I would hide in the numerous caches the garden provided. I kept mental lists
of what was where: between the roots of the oldest pine tree, under a funny-shaped stone or a
cluster of ivy. Was I squirreling away my childhood for fear of forgetting it, or was I actually afraid
I’d go hungry?At the head of the table, my father, trim and tanned, faced the two monumental
windows.‘Look at the way Norbert steers,’ he whispered one day, frowning, his piercing hazel
eyes on the lake where a lone sailboat flew, its spinnaker billowing in the north wind.‘Oh, really?
How can you tell from here?’ asked my mother, not looking.My father had been sailing
competitively every weekend since he was a teenager and, even from miles away, he could
recognize who steered which craft and how. His first ‘boat’ was built at age eight using a lone



board, a broom, and a sheet he’d borrowed from the housekeeper at Le Clapotis, the lake chalet
his parents owned, only a few minutes’ walk from our own home on the hill.He stared at my
mother and didn’t respond. At the beginning of their forty-year marriage, he’d tried to share his
passion with his young Parisian bride, but after a few outings during which my dainty, intellectual
mother became seasick, she decided she’d rather be reading.I watched the lake, as alive as the
ocean. Across the water, the countryside seemed to stretch up in escalating tiers towards the
French pre-Alps. Above, the steady snowy summit of Mont Blanc, the highest peak in Europe,
floated high, placid, above our lives.If rays of sun deigned to enter the dining room, my father
would often shudder. ‘Quick, Joachim, close the curtains,’ he’d cry, seriously upset. He loved the
intricate eighteen-century parquets and the oriental rug, and feared the sun’s deadly rays, even
though once the yellowing ‘anti-sun’ curtains were drawn, the room felt more like a funeral
parlor.‘Jeanine, elbows off the table!’ he’d yell suddenly. ‘Two points!’Her clear blue eyes shining
with fury, my oldest sister would stare at him. ‘I am almost twenty and you’re going to send me to
my room if I get to three points?’He’d laugh, but the tension was palpable. Our father was
obsessed with manners. He had invented a ‘game’ he played with my three sisters before I was
born in which any infraction resulted in a point. Three points and you would be sent to your room
without dinner.When I was born, my sisters were already eight, ten, and twelve years old: they
never pardoned me. By the time I sat at the dining table with them, they were young adults, but
I’d heard about many meals where Jeanine and France would finish the evening hungry, sobbing
in their rooms. I was often threatened with the points game, but I was never sent away. I never
went hungry.After they left home – Jeanine to get married, France to live her Israeli kibbutz
dream, and Michèle in a straightjacket, en route to the mental hospital – I was mostly alone at
the table with my parents.Was that when I started to notice that my mother ate differently from
us? That while we lapped a cream of asparagus, she sipped clear vegetable broth; that her sole
filet was steamed while ours was fried?2New York, February 2008AS I PREPARED FOR THE
TRIP, CURLED UP IN MY HOME OFFICE in New York, I googled Eric Garcia, co-founder of the
Académie Universelle du Cassoulet. To my surprise, the search generated a long list of hits. A
blurry photo showed him sitting at a long table amongst other chefs, seemingly a judge at what
looked like a formal culinary competition. Everyone else was dressed in chef whites and toques,
but he wore a simple black shirt, giving him the air of a workman. A yellow, perfectly sharpened
pencil emerged from behind his ear. Middle-aged, graying, thick around the middle, this man
could pass for a favorite uncle if it wasn’t for the intensity of his stare. I was drawn in. There was
inner purpose here, someone who didn’t need a uniform to prove his craft or his
stature.L’Express, the French equivalent of Newsweek, had dubbed him ‘The Pope of
Cassoulet’. Asked when he’d first cooked the dish, he’d answered without missing a beat: ‘March
19, 1960! I peeled a whole mountain of garlic for what was considered, at the time, a pauper’s
dish.’I would learn later that his father, a Spanish shepherd, fled the iron rule of Franco’s
dictatorship in 1939 by walking across the Pyrenees, the mountain range that separates France
from Spain. At the time, about 500,000 Republican refugees fled Spain in the dead of winter



while under attack from Nationalists and Italian planes, a little-discussed exodus that would
become known as La Retirada, the retreat. Garcia was one of seven children, and money was
sparse. ‘My mother made delicious food with very little,’ he’d said. ‘Instead of telling us she was
making a paella, she would say she was making a rice.’ Garcia was only fourteen when he was
hired to peel potatoes and carrots in the basement of a local inn. After about a year, he was
allowed to climb up to the kitchen. There, he found his calling.From kitchen to kitchen, he fought
his way through, always ready for another twelve-hour day on his feet, another shift, a new trick
to learn from a colleague. While his friends spent their hard-earned money on girls and beer,
he’d stay in his room and save his francs to buy cookbooks. His first acquisition was the 1938
Larousse Gastronomique, the 1206-page food encyclopedia Garcia called ‘the manifesto of
French cuisine’. He often quoted from it and was known to quiz culinary students about its more
obscure references. ‘Where did the apricot tree originate? What’s different about the way blue
cheese matures? What is the soul of choucroute?’ He knew the entire book by heart, it
seemed.Asked in another interview about his many years at The Negresco, the historic Michelin-
starred hotel and restaurant in Nice on the French Riviera (whose cupola was rumored to have
been modeled on the breast of the owner’s mistress), he said, ‘When I landed at The Negresco,
I thought I’d arrived. In fact, even though I’d been cooking for ten years, I was back to being a
commis, meaning everyone’s servant.’ It would take him fifteen years to rise from servant to sous-
chef under celebrity chef Jacques Maximin.In the end, it was his native land’s mermaid call that
convinced Garcia to leave Nice’s palm trees and glamor behind and head home to
Carcassonne. In 1995, he bought a crumbling domaine complete with a twelfth-century tower a
few miles outside Carcassonne’s walls. He and his wife Laurence completely renovated the
structure, replanted the garden and opened a restaurant they named Domaine Balthazar.Only
about three hours by car from Provence to the east and Barcelona to the south, the local terroir
combined fragrant lavender fields and tangy rosemary bushes, sweet Mediterranean seabass
and fiery garlicky shrimp, washed down with a wide palette of unsung southwestern wines.
Garcia translated the region onto his short menu – confit of lamb shoulder with wild thyme; just-
seared duck foie gras with roasted figs. But the true star was cassoulet, whose centuries-old
recipe Garcia had perfected to the point where it immediately became iconic.‘Cassoulet has
fostered its own religion,’ Garcia told Time magazine. ‘Because it’s the plat de partage – the
epitome of the convivial dish. When a cassoulet lands on the table, bubbling with delicious
aromas, something magical happens – it’s Communion at the table.’In a recent interview in local
paper La Dépêche, Garcia ranted against the proliferation of the cheap, all-you-can-eat
cassoulet that certain eateries offered innocent tourists for eight euros. He sounded out of
control, dangerous almost. I could practically hear his outrage. His passion was contagious. I
found the number of his restaurant and called.After three rings a woman answered.‘Domaine
Balthazar, bonjour,’ came a singsong greeting.‘Could I please speak with Monsieur Garcia?’ I
asked, in French.‘Un instant.’‘Allo, oui,’ came a different voice, this one male and resonant.I
introduced myself and explained the reason for my call. I said that I was from New York, working



as a writer and soon to visit the region. I stressed my interest in cassoulet, its history, the
ingredients. How was it made? What made it special? I went on. He cut me off.‘A journalist-a
frrrromeh Nooo Yok who speaks French?’ he chanted in the melodious and elongated accent of
the South of France. ‘Come for lunch on Sunday.’ And, just like that, he hung up. It felt more like a
summons than an invitation, but I guessed it would do.I often traveled between New York and
Geneva, where my mother still lived in the family manor, but there was no way to arrive for lunch
in Carcassonne without leaving two days prior. A few weeks later, I landed at Charles de Gaulle
airport in Paris after a short night on the plane. As soon as I stepped out of the gangway, I was hit
with what felt like a buttery cloud. I’d left Newark’s food courts behind and arrived directly at
Ladurée, a pastry shop founded in 1863! On the other side of the terminal, travelers were lining
up for croissants from Paul, a bakery established in 1889. That afternoon, after just an hour in
the air, I found myself in Toulouse, often dubbed the Pink City for its unique reddish-pink clay
brick buildings. A taxi took me to the train station. Carcassonne was only two hours away.There
are two Carcassonnes. One is a small typical French town with a pedestrian main street called
Rue de la République and the ubiquitous Place du Général du Gaulle, a massive square where
farmers and artisans flock every Saturday for the weekly greenmarket. Then there’s the walled
marvel locals refer to as La Cité.I emerged bleary-eyed from the tiny train station and walked
across the bridge over the historic Canal du Midi. Built in 1681 under Louis XIV, the 120-mile
Canal du Midi slices France in two, connecting the Atlantic Ocean to the Mediterranean Sea.
Bordered on both sides by age-old plane trees, it boasts ninety-one locks. I’d heard that cruising
on the canal on slow-moving barges meant taking a trip into an impressionist landscape.I took a
taxi towards what looked like a gigantic floating fort. Restored by nineteenth-century architect
Viollet-le-Duc and often decried as inauthentic, La Cité and its fifty-two towers resembled
Cinderella’s castle. I let myself get transported to another world. After checking into my hotel, I
spent the afternoon strolling around, exploring the towers and the monuments, dodging the
crowds, biding my time. I imagined soldiers in full armor, merchants accosting women on market
day, traveling musicians walking on the cobblestone lanes, their instrument cases across their
backs. As the sun set, Carcassonne shed its tourists one by one through the drawbridge. I
stayed.Someone from the Academy was supposed to meet me the next morning. When the
alarm sounded at ten, my body rebelled, knowing it was only four in the morning. Coffee and
breakfast helped. Suddenly, preceded by a terribly potent mustache that did its best to hide a
wide smile, a man appeared before me.‘Bonjour, mademoiselle, Alfred Tarena!’ he trumpeted,
his wide paw crushing my hand.His name sounded like a cannonade. He introduced himself as
the Under Secretary of the Academy, dispatched to pick me up. A barrel-chested insurance
agent in his late forties, Tarena divided his free time between his two passions, rugby and
cassoulet. Tarena escorted me to his car and we drove out in the direction of the Domaine,
Garcia’s stronghold.3Carcassonne, April 2008COME FOR LUNCH, HE’D SAID. AT DOMAINE
BALTHAZAR, weeks after my initial call and 3782 miles from New York, lunch burst through the
door with as much pomp as could be mustered by a group of meaty, middle-aged oompa-



loompas ambling into the dining room dressed in scarlet robes with billowy sleeves, yellow
ribbon tied at the neck.This was not the simple Sunday lunch I thought I had been summoned to.
Everything spoke of ritual, of tradition, of ceremony. The dresses, red with white trim, matched
by soft, beret-style caps, reminded me of academics in graduation processions. Miniature
versions of the cassole, the terracotta pot that provided the basis for the name cassoulet, hung
on green ribbons around thick tan necks, like medals of honor. Men and women sang in a
mysterious language as they marched out of the kitchen.And this parade had a float. A
centerpiece shaped like a stretcher and framed by two elongated poles made of raw wood held
a platform fashioned from planks. From the side hung a red satin banner with gold fringes,
emblazoned with the words Académie Universelle du Cassoulet. Resting on the platform,
presented with a pride ordinarily reserved for an infant prince, was a pair of gargantuan cassoles
too big for me to wrap with my biggest bear hug. Each end of the stretcher was gripped by a man
in a robe. The procession streamed into the dining room.The bouncy beat of their singing
sounded like a folk song, or maybe some sort of anthem. I tried to make out the lyrics then,
recognizing none of the words, tried to place the language. French? No, I knew the singing was
not in ma langue maternelle, my mother tongue. It was not in Italian, the other language I spoke,
nor in English. I could usually distinguish Spanish, German, and bits and pieces of other
languages, but this was unlike anything I had ever heard.I would soon learn that the language
was Occitan, a medieval romance language indigenous to southern France and northern Spain.
I would also learn the French version of the tune, as well as its translation:Rediscover in
cassouletThe taste of simplicity. The taste of truth.Respect the art, respect the tradition.Simmer,
oh simmer hour after hour.Break the crust, carefully, time after timeBurning your fingertips, just a
tiny bit.But in the moment, in that overstimulating, overwhelming moment, all I could manage
was a bit of marvel and a lot of wonder. Where the hell was I?I tried to take it all in. Earth-toned
tiles and salmon-colored curtains gave the room a warm if somewhat rustic atmosphere, which
contrasted with the elegance of the impeccably pressed white tablecloth. Had I been invited to a
banquet? Looking down, I found a beige china plate flanked by two forks on the left and two
knives on the right. Above the plate, a spoon rested next to a roll of crusty bread. Four wine
glasses anchored each setting. There were no water glasses. I counted about twenty guests, but
I was the only one not singing.I watched the parade circle the table for the three minutes it took
to complete the song. The group came to a stop opposite me. It took two members of the robed
fraternity to lift the pot from the platform and place what was obviously the guest of honor on a
silver tray on the table. I rose to get a better view. Peering down into the cassole, I saw a
bubbling, golden crust.Holding a massive wooden spoon as long as his arm, Garcia stood still,
ready to pounce.‘Allez!’ he eructed suddenly.As with a javelin, he jabbed into the living, bubbly
crust, releasing a fog of fumes. I almost felt the blow and winced, wondering if the thing was
going to explode. Two large dollops of what looked like supersized beans, duck meat, and
sausage, moist with shiny, unapologetic fat, landed on my plate. I couldn’t wait. I scooped a bite
and lifted it to my lips.They all stared (‘the American didn’t even wait for us to be served,’



someone whispered), but I couldn’t see. I’d closed my eyes.
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Michele Palmer, “Delightful book for all. "Cassoulet Confessions" is a delightful read. Sylvie's
story reminds us that nurturing the human body and soul starts with familial cuisines and
ancestral customs. By exploring her culinary education, the author shows us how to connect to
our humanity. She gives us a recipe for a joyful life. Thank you Sylvie!”
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